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QUESTION 1

A technician needs to connect a server to a network but the network switch has only two available network ports so only
two network cables can be connected. The user needs as must bandwidth as possible for their workload so the two
network cables need to connect to LOM1 and LOM2. The technician wants to satisfy the user requirements yet still be
able to access the iDRAC. 

What is the best way to configure the iDRAC? 

A. Use a splitter cable in one of the network switch ports to connect the same cable to both LOM1 and LOM2 with the
second network cable connecting to the iDRAC Dedicated NIC 

B. Set up a dedicated NIC with LOM1 as the NIC selection 

C. Use a splitter cable in one of the network switch ports to connect the same cable to both LOM1 and the iDRAC
Dedicated NIC 

D. Set up a shared LOM with LOM1 as the NIC selection 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A system administrator needs to install OpenManage Server Administrator on 200 servers. What is the quickest way to
meet this requirement? 

A. Use the Lifecycle Controller to install OpenManage Server Administrator on each server. 

B. Install OME and push OpenManage Server Administrator to all 200 servers. 

C. Use Microsoft utilities to automate the deployment of OpenManage Server Administrator. 

D. Download OpenManage Server Administrator from Dell.com and install on each server. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference https://www.dell.com/support/home/pk/en/pkbsd1/drivers/driversdetails?driverid=r89613 

 

QUESTION 3

A technician needs to use the iDRAC GUI to roll back a diagnostics firmware revision on a server that was updated four
weeks previously. However, the replaced version cannot be found in the Firmware Rollback section on the iDRAC GUI. 

What could be the issue? 

A. Diagnostics firmware revision is part of the Lifecycle Controller firmware so the Lifecycle Controller must be updated
first 

B. Rollback feature was not enabled in iDRAC Settings 

C. Firmware can only be rolled back within a week of being replaced. 
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D. Diagnostics firmware is not supported in the Rollback feature. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What operation should a technician perform to ensure configuration recovery if a server must be physically replaced? 

A. Create and export a Server Configuration Profile 

B. Back up the Server Profile to a network share or vFlash SD card 

C. Enable the export configuration option in System Setup 

D. View and export the current hardware inventory 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A technician is remotely installing ESXi 6.0 on a PowerEdge R640 in BIOS boot mode. The system has dual internal SD
cards. After the OS is installed, the system reboots and shows an error screen with the following message: "No boot
device found". 

What should the technician do to resolve this issue? 

A. Enable vFlash in iDRAC web GUI 

B. Set the boot made from BIOS to UEFI 

C. Reseat the SD cards and try to boot to them again 

D. Change the Hard Disk Drive Sequence 

Correct Answer: A 
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